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About this book 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Performance artist and photographer 
Mark Morrisroe died of AIDS-related 
illness on July 24, 1989. Almost six 
months later, just after the start of the 
new decade, I was born. 
 
Twenty-one years later, in 2011, I was 
first introduced to his work through the 
exhibition Mark Morrisroe: From This 
Moment On at Artists Space, New York, 
curated by Richard Birkett, Stefan 
Kalmár, and Beatrix Ruf. The last page 
of the exhibition’s companion book was 
a reproduction of an untitled and 
undated text piece, from which these 
erasures have all been drawn.  



The original work is an explicit, 
celebratory account of a casual sexual 
encounter, written in the second person 
and accompanied by a tag that 
suggests the intended context (“to be 
printed on a mirror”). I was immediately 
struck by how the scene Morrisroe 
describes (riddled with typographical 
errors, perhaps hurriedly) perfectly 
encapsulates the ecstasy, anxiety, and 
ephemerality of a particular moment of 
queer desire. His words then became a 
template for me—the media with which 
to make similar inquiries of my own.  
 
This series is also meant to pay 
homage to Morrisroe, who died at age 
30 with 2,000 works to his name. As a 
young queer poet writing today, I am 
deeply indebted to his articulations of 
queer life in the ’70s and ’80s, as well 
as of the terrible, eternal beauty of the 
male form.  
 
 
 
Jameson Fitzpatrick 
February 2014  



 



 

 



[another] 
 
 
 
 Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 
           This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 

  





[Tell the greatest 
God] 
 
 
 
           Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 

This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can  





[look see] 
 
 
 
           Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 

This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 





[the greatest] 
 
 
 
           Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 

This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 





[into another guy] 
 
 
 
 Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 
           This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 





[a gift] 
 
 
 
           Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 
           This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 





[Better yet] 
 
 
 
 Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 

This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 





[cant] 
 
 
 
           Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 

This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 





[tongue in hand] 
 
 
 
 Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 

This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 





[sir Better than 
anything] 
 
 
 
 Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 

This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 





[who is unique] 
 
 
 
 Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 

This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 





[God] 
 
 
 
           Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 
           This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 

 





[God] 
 
 
 
 Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 

This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 



  



[you can see] 
 
 
 
 Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 
           This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 





[what is] 
 
 
 
           Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 

This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 





[you look into 
another] 
 
 
 
 Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 

This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 





[bare] 
 
 
 
 Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 
           This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 





[from when] 
 
 
 
           Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 
           This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 

 





[Tell me] 
 
 
 
           Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 

This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 

 





[you] 
 
 
 
 Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 

This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 





[the test from God 
when] 
 
 
 
           Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 
           This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 

 





[whole] 
 
 
 
 Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 

This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 





[Both your faces] 
 
 
 
 Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
 
           This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 





[back] 
 
 
 
 Tell me what is the greatest gift from God than when  
you look into another guys eyes and you can see that you 
are the one who is uniquely gifted to satisfiryd  his physical  
 desires.Better yet. He’s hotter than anything you had hoped 
to meet.You kiss and feel his cock  thru his pants. Your 
tongue is in his mouth and your bare bock  is in his hands 
He has been playing with it in his dreams so long he cant 
Control himself. He squats down and takes the whole length 
into his mouth. It’s smooth hot wet and tight in the back 
of his throat. He sucks on you like a machine. He takes 
the first squirt into his mouth and then the rest of it 
on to his face. He stands up offering his dick. You grab 
hold and bury your toung into his mouth. Both your  faces  
are wet with come. He moans while he shoots in your hand. 
You embrace for about 15 minutes and exchange  names 
between embraces. Somebody is pounding at the door. 
You wipe your faces and adjust your clothes, kiss goodbye 
and leave the booth both erect and high as kites. 
 

This is designed to be printed on a mirror so that 
you can see your own eyes. 
 
 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 


